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Abstract
Technology has revamped every aspect of our life, one of those various facets is
fashion industry. Plenty of deep learning architectures are taking shape to augment
fashion experiences for everyone. There are numerous possibilities of enhancing the
fashion technology with deep learning. One of the key ideas is to generate fashion
style and recommendation using artificial intelligence. Likewise, another significant
feature is to gather reliable information of fashion trends, which includes analysis of
existing fashion related images and data. When specifically dealing with images,
localisation and segmentation are well known to address in-depth study relating to
pixels, objects and labels present in the image. In this master thesis a complete
framework is presented to perform localisation and segmentation on fashionista
images. This work is a part of an interesting research work related to Fashion Style
detection and Recommendation. Developed solution aims to leverage the possibility
of localising fashion items in an image by drawing bounding boxes and labelling
them. Along with that, it also provides pixel-wise semantic segmentation
functionality which extracts fashion item label-pixel data. Collected data can serve as
ground truth as well as training data for the aimed deep learning architecture. A
study related to localisation and segmentation of videos has also been presented in
this work. The developed system has been evaluated in terms of flexibility, output
quality and reliability as compared to similar platforms. It has proven to be fully
functional solution capable of providing essential localisation and segmentation
services while keeping the core architecture simple and extensible.
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Referat
Tekniken har förnyat alla aspekter av vårt liv, en av de olika fasetterna är
modeindustrin. Massor av djupa inlärningsarkitekturer tar form för att öka
modeupplevelser för alla. Det finns många möjligheter att förbättra modetekniken
med djup inlärning. En av de viktigaste idéerna är att skapa modestil och
rekommendation med hjälp av artificiell intelligens. På samma sätt är en annan
viktig egenskap att samla pålitlig information om modetrender, vilket inkluderar
analys av befintliga moderelaterade bilder och data. När det specifikt handlar om
bilder är lokalisering och segmentering väl kända för att ta itu med en djupgående
studie om pixlar, objekt och etiketter som finns i bilden. I denna masterprojekt
presenteras en komplett ram för att utföra lokalisering och segmentering på
fashionista bilder. Detta arbete är en del av ett intressant forskningsarbete relaterat
till Fashion Style detektering och rekommendation. Utvecklad lösning syftar till att
utnyttja möjligheten att lokalisera modeartiklar i en bild genom att rita avgränsande
lådor och märka dem. Tillsammans med det tillhandahåller det även pixel-wise
semantisk segmenteringsfunktionalitet som extraherar dataelementetikett-pixeldata.
Samlad data kan fungera som grundsannelse samt träningsdata för den riktade
djuplärarkitekturen. En studie relaterad till lokalisering och segmentering av videor
har också presenterats i detta arbete. Det utvecklade systemet har utvärderats med
avseende på flexibilitet, utskriftskvalitet och tillförlitlighet jämfört med liknande
plattformar. Det har visat sig vara en fullt fungerande lösning som kan tillhandahålla
viktiga lokaliserings- och segmenteringstjänster samtidigt som kärnarkitekturen är
enkel och utvidgbar.
Nyckelord
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Bild-lokalisering;
objektigenkänning;
bild-annotering;
gränsöverskridande regression; semantisk-segmentering; pixel-vis segmentering;
konvolutionella neurala nätverk.
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1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has revolutionized every aspect of technology. From
elemental needs to advanced systems almost everything revolves around AI based
software systems. Machine learning (ML) represents cutting edge statistical
techniques under AI where machines can learn on their own and play with given data
to make predictions and useful results [1]. Although AI and ML have proven to be
vast fields with unimaginable possibilities, plenty of research is being conducted to
unfold each facet for the wellness of humanity. Deep learning [2] in specific can be
thought of as a technology which explores endless possibilities of machine learning
as human learning. Key aspect of deep learning algorithms lies in neural networks
which are inspired from neurons in human brain and, try to replicate human
learning functionality. Convolutional neural networks learn to recognize patterns
depending upon training classes [3]. Various deep learning algorithms are developed
to recognise different type of objects in an image, for example “jacket”, “shoes” are
types of some fashion objects. An initial step for a deep learning network to perform
such tasks is training over related dataset. Such algorithms are trained to perceive
the required classes and objects, e.g. to detect an object like a “dress” in an image,
given neural network is first fed with training data having dress related images. This
training data can also be termed as ground truth data which is valid and serve as
evaluation benchmark for the developed ML algorithm [4].
Fashion industry is one of the largest and significant worldwide corporations because
of its social and economic importance [5]. An individual’s clothing, sense of fashion
can explain a lot about their personality. In a similar manner as how, a person selects
clothing items and accessories based on the sense of fashion, deep learning
architectures can also learn and generate automatic recommendations. So far, many
such algorithms have been developed and enhanced the user experience [6]. The
work presented in this master thesis is a part of a larger Fashion recommendation
system project based on deep learning architecture [7]. The implemented deep
learning algorithm helps to identify fashion related items in an image. For object
identification and classification detailed image analysis and processing is required.
Computer vision has plethora of techniques of processing an image, out of which
localisation and segmentation can serve as significant candidates of detailed image
analysis [8].
In general, localisation involves object detection in an image while segmentation
includes pixel level analysis. A complete framework has been presented in this thesis
work, which allows the user to perform localisation and segmentation manually.
Generated outputs can serve as ground truth as well as training data for the deep
learning fashion algorithm. The given platform has also been aimed to be used as
crowdsourcing [9] platform on Mturk [10].

1.1

Background

Localisation and segmentation is most commonly performed to study information
embed in an image. Such information is useful for the development of deep learning
architectures [11]. As the related project deals with fashion, processing will be
performed on fashionista datasets. A large base of such images has been scrapped
from Instagram* and Zalando**.
* https://www.instagram.com/
** https://www.zalando.co.uk/

Localisation in image processing can be defined as detecting the object of interest
and drawing a bounding box around it. Also, it might be required to label the
bounding box and use the dimensions and coordinates for further processing.
Depending upon requirement, videos are also localised and segmented although the
steps become complex because of temporal component in them [12].
Segmentation is more detailed and compound in comparison to localisation [13]. In
segmentation image is broken down to different regions where several pixels or
group of pixels represent contrasting areas or objects e.g. pixels identified as
background in an image have high probability of not containing the object of interest.
Several types of segmentation are performed depending upon the application
requirements such as edge-based, region-based, or clustering-based [14]. The given
solution implements semantic segmentation where each pixel is associated with label
and pixel information along with label classes is stored [13].

1.2

Problem

Building applications using deep networks have always been complex as colossal and
detailed data is required for training and testing. One major problem lies in the fact
that accuracy in results is highly expected when developing a deep learning
framework. For the training of a network it is required to feed acute and in-depth
details. In a similar, manner for accurate recommendation algorithm pixel by pixel
segmentations is required to acquire deep image analysis capability [13]. Also,
another problem is to evaluate any network valid datasets are required, though there
are plenty of datasets available online, the problem lies in the fact that different
networks are built for different applications [15]. Single dataset cannot be used to
evaluate and test all the networks. In our case we needed fashionista annotated
datasets for evaluation. This was little challenging as there are very few datasets
available which are suitable. Even availability does not assure that datasets are
trained according to the required classes of labels.

1.3

Purpose

The key purpose of thesis work is to design and develop a system which can generate
localised and segmented images. Along with that, given system should be capable of
producing the same format of outputs as deep learning algorithm so that it can serve
as ground truth for evaluations. The developed system should be able to localise
different objects of interest in an image by drawing rectangular bounding boxes of
any size. It should also save the width, height and x-y coordinates of the bounded box
with labelled data. Also, the system should save the localised image as well. The given
solution should be able to perform detailed pixel-wise segmentation i.e. along with
labels it should also save pixels grouped under certain label. Likewise, segmented
image should also be retained. One of the central reason behind this work is to
implement a web framework which contributes in achieving high accuracy for the
results obtained from deep learning recognition algorithm. The given thesis work
should also explore techniques of localisation and segmentation on videos.

1.4

Goal

The thesis work aims to present a complete web-based solution which can perform
localisation and segmentation on images. Bounding box localisation can be
performed on any set of images and output labels, localised images and dimensions

are saved in database for evaluation of deep learning network. Also, the given
solution makes it possible to semantically segment an image with different label
classes which are fashionista items in this scenario and save complete segmented
image along with labelled pixels. We also present segmentation and localisation
research on videos in this work. The complete thesis work aims to provide a complete
system which can be used as crowdsourcing platform to perform majority voting for
gathering ground truth localisation and segmentation data.
1.4.1 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability
Implementation of complex deep learning architectures have always been
challenging. Not only the practical steps of developing the system are burdensome
but bringing the system live and functional is more crucial. Another complexity lies
in verifying if the results produced by the developed algorithm are true or not,
technically how close are they to ground truth values [16].
The proposed thesis work deals with these challenges for the fashion
recommendation deep learning framework developed. The developed system will
generate ground truth annotations which will be useful for evaluations and training.
Also, the given solution is designed in such a way that it is not restricted to any
specific types of image, it can work well and can be enhanced easily for providing
ground truth annotations to any kind of deep learning algorithms. Regarding ethics
and sustainability whole solution is flexible and compatible in operating with any
type of images, this also saves a lot of time and effort in designing different platforms
for different applications. The implemented code is easy to maintain and does not
require huge RAM and GPU to operate.

1.5

Methodology / Methods

Both quantitative and qualitative methods are necessary for any research project
[17]. Quantitative methods are required for evaluations, logical understanding of
research project while quality metrics are needed to verify the outcomes. This project
needed both implementation and evaluation of a complete system designed to be a
web application capable for performing localisation and segmentation. To develop
such system first it was necessary to clearly understand image processing and
computer vision basics related to segmentation and localisation. A literature study of
similar applications and tools has been conducted. All the required functionality is
decided, and tasks have been planned. For practical implementation of the required
system python Flask micro framework has been decided as the best choice. Steps and
methodology can be summarized as:
● Detailed literature study of convolutional neural networks, and in-depth study
of related deep learning algorithms e.g. Fully convolutional network (FCN)
[13], Region based convolutional neural network (RCNN) [11] have been
conducted.
● After literature study of similar applications and tools functional prototype
design is created.
● To implement the system following the requirements technical tools such as
programming language, framework and database have been finalised. The
aimed project was chosen to be built in Python Flask web framework [18]
along with MongoDB as database storage tool.
● Many experiments have been conducted to finalise the localisation and
semantic segmentation algorithms which are needed as base for the platform.

After completion, development system is fully tested and evaluated against
similar tools.
● Video localisation and segmentation research studies have also been
conducted [19].
Overall, the given system is created after deep research in the respective area,
gathering functional requirements and analysis of resources.
●

1.6

Delimitations

One of the most challenging aspects of development in machine learning field is the
requirement to store tremendous amounts of data. Often huge datasets are required
for training, learning and testing the systems. Adding to these when working on
image and video datasets memory and space requirements increase as compared to
normal datasets. Graphical processing unit (GPU) is always required on large ML
frameworks like CAFFE [20]. MATLAB plays key roles in image processing and is
expected to occupy space as well. Our work also had such delimitations of RAM and
GPU [21]. Many experiments which have been conducted were required to be
terminated because of such reasons of GPU and high RAM requirements.

1.7

Outline (Disposition)

This thesis report describes the complete work in detail under respective sections.
Deep learning algorithms, image processing basics for localisation and segmentation
along with video studies and related work have been described in section 2,
Programming framework and tools used in the project with designed prototype have
been described in section 3. All the experiments conducted, the complete web
solution have been described in section 4. Results and evaluations have been
illustrated in section 5, Conclusion has been described in section 6 along with future
work.

2 Theoretic Background
In this section, we will present detailed research and background of the deep learning
building blocks such as neural architectures used in the project [22]. In-depth
analysis of different techniques and algorithms is described.
The primary requirement for the system to be developed is that it should be able to
perform localisation and segmentation on given set of fashionista images. The initial
step is to gather deeper knowledge of object detection and segmentation in image
processing.

2.1 Image Processing: Localisation & Segmentation
Object detection and localisation is an imperative method of analysing an image or a
video [23]. In our project, object of interest is all fashion items; an image may
contain objects such as fashion items: jeans, jacket etc, but there is always additional
information such as background, surrounding objects and noise which are less
relevant. To retrieve the object of interest in an image or video, localisation is
performed which is also termed as object detection or bounding box annotation.
Image Localisation can be defined as drawing bounded boxes around the object of
interest and saving the required dimensions and label of the bounded box.
An example of localisation in an image has been illustrated in Figure 1 where two
fashion items cardigan and bag are localised in the image. Depending upon the
requirement object of interest varies in different tools, as for this thesis work fashion
items are the vital objects to be looked for. Sometimes, more than one object might
need to be localised in an image. Also, bounded box has highest probability that
object might present in it, x-y coordinates, height and width of the box are captured
to save in database [11].

Figure 1 Localisation Example with localised cardigan and bag in the given image,
source: Fashionista Jessica Ricks

Object detection helps machine learning algorithms learn to recognize the real-life
objects in an image. Not all images contain objects, some images are blur and noisy
so that presence of objects can be ignored. Localisation outputs- bounded boxes,

object labels will be used to train the CNN [24] to make it learn to recognize the
object of interest.
On the other hand, segmentation divides an image into several regions based on
similar pixels grouped into one region but in general segmentation does not achieve
labelling of pixels into categorised classes. Semantic segmentation on the other hand
performs pixel-wise semantic grouping based on certain label classes [25]. Semantic
segmentation intends to create semantically meaningful outcomes which can be
further utilised for plenty of applications such as recommendation system, health
care applications and traffic monitoring systems [26]. Figure 2 Clearly shows
fashion items segmented in the image. Each pixel in an image belongs to a label e.g.
shirt, semantic pixel wise segmentation propagates through each pixel and assigns it
a label. After complete processing required labels associated with respective pixels
are saved.

Figure 2 Segmentation Example with segmented labels shown on right side, source [29]

The web-based tool developed in the thesis work enables manual localisation and
segmentation on images. The system has two different options one for localisation
another for segmentation. In case of localisation, the annotator draws bounded boxes
with mouse control on the appropriate objects and labels them. For segmenting
scenario, the annotator manually segments fashion items with respective class labels
and processed output gives pixel-label pairs of image. As the annotations are
performed manually they are ground truth values and can be used for evaluation and
training of a CNN.
Supervised deep learning algorithms rely on manually-annotated ground truth to be
fed to the CNN for learning [27]. It is known that obtained manual annotations are
expensive and difficult for tremendously big datasets. Crowdsourcing introduces the
possibility to obtain services by paying individuals on a similar platform. It goes by
assigning tasks to several annotators and then paying them after completing assigned
tasks. In this manner, manually annotated data can be obtained in large chunks and
as multiple people work on similar datasets, accuracy is decided automatically based
on majority voting criteria [28]. Web solution developed in this work is intended to
be used on Mturk crowdsourcing platform.

2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks: Basic Insights
Plenty of computer vision techniques are available for image analysis and meaningful
feature extraction. Deep learning has played a vital role in image processing in the
recent years with the introduction of specific artificial neural networks called

convolutional neural networks. Convolutional Neural networks have become the
state of the art in object detection and classification. Wide range of applications are
using convnets e.g. face recognition systems, speech detection and many more [30].
One of the notable perspective behind CNN's is their ability to match human
perception of objects and learning based upon them. CNN encompasses the
capability of analysing maps across an area made of different points which exhibit
certain capability and relation among them. Technically images are maps made up of
pixels and on reshuffling we lose the meaning of an image and it becomes blurry.
CNN help congregating information stored in pixels and have proven to be
remarkable in image analysis. CNN consists of several layers, sometimes more than
one number of certain type of layers are present, these layers are:
Convolution layer
● ReLU rectified linear units
● Pooling layer
● Fully Connected layer
● Loss layer
Often the order of layers goes like: Conv-> ReLU -> Pool -> ReLU -> Conv -> ReLU > Pool -> FullCon -> FullCon [31]

Figure 3 CNN Architecture, source [32]

ConvNets are derived from human brain functionality, where visual scenes are
recognised and perceived. Convolution layer remains the core layer of a neural
network, initial image map is fed to this layer and output will be an activation map.
This layer works on the given image and filters out based on defined parameters, as a
result one image becomes a stack of filtered images. The process of generating a
feature map step by step progresses through the image map, where an array of
weights is taken and slides over image taking dot product of array and pixel values.
This process is known as convolution which detects edges, vertices etc depending
upon the weights assigned to the sliding window array [32].

Figure 4 Calculation of dot product, source [33]

As shown in Figure 4 Filtering window is currently at the top left corner, which then
slides through the complete image map. The convolution layer parameters consist of
filters of certain height and width. Filters or features play the key role in detecting
certain shapes in an image, an illustration of pixel feature and corresponding shape
can be seen in Figure 5

Figure 5. Feature Pixel Illustration, source [33]

A convolutional layer is usually followed by the rectified linear unit layer. The basic
aspect of this layer in addition to convolutional layer is to tackle the nonlinearity
between pixel values and convnet output. An example is illustrated in Figure 6

Figure 6 ReLU Functionality, source [33]

The pooling layer in general enhances the detection and recognition of objects in an
image, it helps locating some features even if slight movement is encountered. The
property imparted by pooling layer is termed as translational invariance. Pooling can
be performed in various ways; most famous way is max pooling [33]. Max pooling is
executed the same way as sliding the array window of certain height and width across
the feature map, as shown in figure 7

Figure 7 Max pooling Illustration, source [33]

Fully connected layers are last ones in the network, which output the
possibility/probability of occurrence of certain object in respective image. Consisting
of three layers as input, hidden and output layer where input layer emerges as output
from adjacent layer. Loss layers usually follow the fully connected layers and are
capable to perform weight adjustment for the network are performed. In the very
first or initial phase random weights are assigned to the network which are revised
after training to match the correct predictions to obtained results. Apart from
different layers which are multiplied to desired number, there are other parameters
as well e.g. size and number of filters in convolution as well as max pooling window
size [25].
To work with a CNN, we always start with an untrained network, which is then
trained according to the requirement. For example, if we want the network to detect
shirt, trouser etc in a fashionista image, we train it with a dataset of a similar set of
images labelled with shirt and trouser in respective appearances. In each round of
testing, CNN output is compared with ground truth and thus weights are modified
until high level accuracy is achieved. The work presented in this report develops a
system to gather data for evaluation of such fashion detection and recommendation
convolutional network [22].

2.3 CNN for Localisation
Neural networks have proven to be momentous in object detection and classification,
it is possible to make region proposals, such that corresponding region has the
highest probability of containing the object. Based on this idea several deep learning
algorithms have been proposed which are impeccable in object detection and
recognition. Not only images, but abundant research is in progress for the speech
and text analysis [35]. Localisation as described in section 2.1 is drawing bounding
box around the region containing object of interest. Neural networks are utilised to
define region proposals and classification of objects in image processing. R-CNN [11]
which is known as region based convolutional neural network has been designed to
perform object detection and localisation. R-CNN takes region of an image tagged
with object proposal as an input.

Figure 8 Region Based Convolutional Neural Network, source [11]

Main fact behind the use of multi-stage learning is to obtain accurate results for both
classification and localisation. The first step consists of fine tuning the CNN with log
loss function which is SoftMax classifier for this network. These classifiers reduce
simple logistic regression. The extracted feature map from this step is now ready to
be served as input to SVM which handles object detection functionality. Final step
performs localisation by learning bounding boxes on the proposed regions. R-CNN
enacted great results in object detection and bounded box regression, but so far with
increasing datasets and demand, it becomes slow and static. As the object proposals
are processed individually and sequentially leading to expensive calculations which
slow down the overall network. R-CNN needs to train models, separately to generate
feature maps, class prediction and regression model for bounding boxes leading to
reluctant speed. To cope with such passive processing few algorithms such as
SPPNet, Fast R-CNN, Faster. RCNN are proposed.
Spatial pyramid pooling networks enhance the speed and functionality of R-CNN, the
major difference is placing the SPP layer after convolution layer. Also, it takes the
complete input image into account as compared to the only proposed regions in RCNN. As the feature map is generated for the complete image, the feature vector is
created afterward from this generated map for the regions of interest. This step is
performed in SPP layer. Fine tuning is performed in a similar fashion as R-CNN with
SPP layer included. Instead of feature map, feature vector is fed to the SVM to
perform object detection. As last step bounding boxes are projected. SPP works quite
well as it shares a lot of computational task as compared to R-CNN. As the feature
map is generated only once, this makes the computation fast. It is to be noted that
this architecture also performs multi stage learning, so classification and detection
tasks need separate training. Conv layers before SPP layer become static as
modification cannot be made, as backpropagation in these layers is inept. Such
aspect affects the overall system making it rigid and static [37].
To deal with static and passive behaviour encountered in SPPNet and R-CNN Fast RCNN is proposed. As shown in Figure 9, Fast R-CNN be simple and a faster form of
RCNN.

Figure 9 Fast R-CNN, source [36]

This model deals with static and slow behaviour of both previously discussed
algorithms, both entire image and object proposals are fed as initial input to the
CONV layers. Fast R-CNN performs both object detection and classification as single
task with single stage training instead of multi-stage training in other tasks. RoI
pooling layer is added in this architecture which governs the task of max pooling to
convert the feature inside the RoI to a new map of dimensions H x W. The complete
functionality is as follows: a). CONV layers work on the entire input image generating
feature map for the complete image, it also takes object proposals as input. Further
those proposals are projected over the feature map generated. b). RoI pooling layer
works on these features to extract feature maps. Fast R-CNN achieves running the
CNN only once over the image and share computation of all the proposals making it
faster and reliable. c). Fully connected layers take the feature vector obtained after
RoI pooling layer and output consisting of two layers one for classification and other
for bounding box regression is produced. The classification is performed using a
softmax classifier. The modifications in proposed faster R-CNN are easy and make
the architecture fast and reliable as compared R-CNN [36].
After all these enhancements, fast R-CNN works quite well though there is one
component known as a region proposer which works on selective search to make
object proposals leading to passive network speed. To focus on speeding up the
region proposal network, Faster R-CNN is introduced.

Figure 10 Faster R-CNN, source [38]

The key idea behind Faster R-CNN is having a combined network for proposals and
classifications. Faster R-CNN builds upon the idea of shared computation.

Faster R-CNN modifies Fast R-CNN by the addition of a new module called RPN
(region proposal network). CONV layers for both networks are trained jointly,
though both networks have some specific layers as well which are trained separately
with specific weights. Faster R-CNN proposes three ways of training networks as:
alternative training, approximate joint learning and non-approximate joint learning
[38].

Figure 11 RPN functionality with examples, source [38]

2.3.1 Motivation for Our Framework
From all the models discussed above, our localisation web solution is developed to
match the output values (H, W, X-axis, Y-axis) of bounding box from Faster R-CNN.
Also, to achieve full accuracy in evaluations we also resize our image dataset as done
in Faster R-CNN to dimension 600 x 1000 (W x H).

2.4 CNN for Segmentation
Segmentation as described in section 2.1 is pixel-wise semantic classification of an
image. As compared to object detection evaluation and training of a CNN for
segmentation is more complex and expensive. The reason behind this is obtaining
pixel level classification is challenging. Algorithms for segmentation can be classified
as weakly supervised, supervised or semi-supervised. For the development of a
segmentation module in our web application research study on various algorithms
have been conducted. Various models can be categorised as shown in Figure 12.
Weakly supervised algorithms are not trained on fully labelled datasets, weak
localisation cues or weakly labelled data is used to train such algorithms. Remarkable
results have been seen for weakly supervised algorithms, for semantic segmentation.
Supervised algorithms are trained on fully labelled data though manual annotations
are costly to obtain excellent results have been observed. Semi supervised algorithms
are sometimes used, they work on the criteria of utilising semi labelled data to
produce quality segmented results [25].

Figure 12 Segmentation Categories.

Likewise, CNN has been utilised for an object detection, FCN Fully convolutional
neural networks are built for segmentation. Motivation is to work on an image and
produce corresponding output with refined inference and learning. FCN for
segmentation works by converting the CONV layers with Fully connected layers. The
essence of such concept lies in the fact that for segmentation spatial information is
needed to be preserved as compared to mere classification task. FCN assigns each
pixel a score value, in the outcome of segmented image. An image of any dimension
can be fed to the network and output segmented image is produced of a similar size.
Figure 13 illustrates an FCN segmentation example, which successfully segments cats
which are present inside the image [13].

Figure 13 FCN Segmentation, source [13].

Super pixels are known to be powerful in image processing, they are groups of pixels
dividing an image region semantically. The complexity of processing is reduced to a
greater extent when an image is divided into super pixels. Not only segmentation,
super pixels play vital role in object localisation as well as pose estimation. Generally,
obtaining super pixels is costly and it is required to produce quality results in image
processing tasks, super pixels should be uniform, in accurate shape and considerable
quality. Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) produces remarkable results in
super pixel generation, it is demonstrated to be simple and uniform. SLIC can also be
applied on coloured images. Another noteworthy point is that SLIC generates super
pixels by clustering pixels in an image, belonging to similar colour and proximity.
Sometimes generated clusters are not accurately differentiated from one another,
refining on the edges is required. Watershed algorithm is a gradient ascent method
which refines the clusters edges by iterating over previous result until convergence
[39]. An example of super pixel generation using SLIC with watershed is illustrated
in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Generated super pixels of size 64, 256 and 1024 pixels, source [39].

We studied the state of the art semantic segmentation algorithms and analysed the
features to choose the one with best suitable outcomes for our work. Deep learning
framework which has been developed as part of a bigger Fashion recommendation
project of which this thesis is a part, performs pixel-wise segmentation. So, it was
highly required to have a semantic segmentation algorithm generating not only
image level but pixel-level labels.
One of the algorithms called Seed, expand and constraint or SEC has been proposed
to be weakly supervised algorithm, which builds on very lighter neural network
model VGG-16 [40]. Only localisation cues are fed when training the network. The
model works on the principle to seed with weak localization cues, to expand objects
based on the information about which classes can occur in an image, and to constrain
the segmentations to coincide with object boundaries. Figure 15. Illustrates the SEC
model. SEC worked well in terms of space, RAM and GPU, the segmentation results
were also impressive. This model with newly proposed loss function for the weakly
supervised semantic segmentation algorithms has shown state of the art results on
PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset [41].

Figure 15 SEC Architecture, source [41]

It covers up the gap existing between models trained on only image-level data than
on pixel-level trained ones. As the model uses localisation cues, they are cheap to
obtain from any object detection and classification network and are fed as seeds to
SEC model. Global weighted rank pooling handles the max pooling layer

functionality. Finally, segmented masks are constrained to actual image boundary
which produce the results. Figure 16 illustrated some of the SEC outcomes on
PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset

Figure 16 SEC Results, source [41]

Another idea which tackles with the problem of training on weakly labelled data
known as “Tell me what you see, and I will show you where it is” is learnt. Instance
prediction framework is proposed which works on guessing the absence or presence
of a semantic label class. Architecture consists of neural network built over CAFFE
[20], trained and tested over MSRC 21 [42] and VOC 2007 [43] dataset
respectively. The core objective of the model is to learn from image labels where
pixel-wise labelling is not required. The given approach has performed 7% higher
than other weakly supervised algorithms. Results can be seen in Figure. 17.
One of the main drawbacks of both weakly supervised algorithms is that they are
trained only to detect general class labels e.g. cat, dog, sky. But our project required
fashionista class labels to be semantically segmented. For the training of theses
algorithms huge RAM and GPU were required.
Due to such limitations, we also researched algorithms which are fashion based and
specifically trained and tested on fashionista datasets. One of such model known as
Paper Doll is developed by combining computer vision tools with deep learning.
Retrieval based processing serves as vital element for this algorithm [44].

Figure 17 Experiment Outcomes, source [44]

Paper doll is a complete cloth parsing and recommendation tool which utilises the
best practices of image processing and deep learning. It relies on a set of modules
such as pose estimator, a neural network which dynamically learns from the set of
databases provided for fashionista. It consists of two networks: one CNN pre-trained
on clothes this will work as global network, second network is local and dynamic
which learns instantly based on given input and retrieval-based approach. Iterative
label smoothing provides notable segmentation results. In our web application we
have tried to attain similar segmentation results as in paper doll. One major
drawback of this model is its size which is approx. 70 GB, as it has 14 different CNN
combining local and global ones mentioned above [44]. The complete process can be
seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18 Paper Doll Processing Model, source [45]

It can be clearly noted that this platform gracefully combines pose estimation
techniques from computer vision with deep learning to generate the complete
segmented outcome. This tool served as a key motivation to us, as it evidently
depicted the outcome of a fashionista image segmentation. Huge size, RAM and
MATLAB requirements were the only problems observed. Based on paper doll
another modified deep learning architecture known as fashion parser is also studied
[45].
Fashion parser combines FCN with an outfit encoder, to make the model more
flexible for fashion parsing and recognition. As neural networks work perfect for
object detection and pixel classification, fashion encoder focuses on fashion-related
tags. Figure 19 provides an overview of fashion parser. The given model uses FCN-32
to train the rest of the models: FCN-16, FCN-8, as it also works on a pretrained
global model. Testing and evaluation has been performed on chictopia and
fashionista (2013) datasets. To build the segmentation module of our web application
paper doll and fashion parser both models served as a base. We have implemented
our solution JavaScript which attains almost close results to these models [6].

Figure 19 Fashion parser pixel-wise segmented fashionista example, source [6]

2.5 Video Localisation & Segmentation
Many computer vision applications involve in-depth study of videos and images to
generate meaningful outcomes. Such results can be used for a plenty of applications
like augmented reality, content-based browsing, video-captioning [47]. Localising
an object in videos has been observed more challenging than localisation in still
images, same is valid when it comes to segmentation. As, segmentation can be
visualized as pixel-level object tracking. An important difference is that videos have
temporal feature as the object of interest is always moving. Also, video object
segmentation is the task of separating foreground objects from the background in a
video [47]. When detecting objects/localising objects using bounding box in a video,
results should be accurate on frame by frame basis. Plenty of algorithms have been
proposed for the same tasks. Grab cut algorithm for video segmentation in
interactive manner highly serves as base algorithm for newly proposed works [48].
The primary idea for localising objects in videos is to feed cues for the initial frame,
however the drawback of this method is that with moving object theses cues fade and
become less accurate [49].
Convolutional neural networks have been proved to be excellent when it comes to
several tasks of computer vision. Among these the most acclaimed ones are to
segment or detect objects in images or videos. While convolutional networks have
marked excellent performance for image object detection and localisation, rather
video object segmentation is complex where the main task is to detect and label
object on pixel level. Both supervised and unsupervised algorithms exist for
segmenting objects in videos. Like images, video algorithms are also weakly
supervised or fully supervised. When it comes to unsupervised or weakly supervised
learning, network is mostly on its own to detect and segment the object of interest,
no ground truth segmentation is fed. The reason for developing methods which are
unsupervised lies in the fact that generating manual annotations to serve as ground
truth is costly and complex. In most of the algorithms studied ground truth of first
frame is fed to the network which helps segmentation in consecutive frames. To
measure the segmentation success there are two main parameters to evaluate.
1. Region similarity: This parameter helps finding the mislabelled pixels after
analysing segmented results.
2. Contour accuracy: Segmentation Boundary precision is evaluated.
Advanced video segmentation algorithms have been developed on the grounds of two
basic models: One-shot video object segmentation (OSVOS) [51] and mask track
functionality. Both allow training on static image datasets rather than costly video
manual annotations. Most of the experiments in these methods and research
scenarios are conducted over unconstrained videos. Unconstrained videos are
defined as the long duration consumer videos that usually have diverse editing
artifacts and significant complexity of contents [50]. First, we will develop a basic
understanding of few deep learning algorithms which are principally used and serve
as base for more advanced algorithms. OSVOS and mask track are essentially the
most eminent methods of segmenting a video.

2.5.1 One-Shot Video Object Segmentation (OSVOS)
This algorithm falls in the category of semi-supervised object segmentation using
fully convolutional networks. To refrain the requirement of training the network with
complete video annotation, this algorithm works on the grounds of just feeding one
labelled frame which helps in detecting the object in the entire video. The
architecture was used in VGG16 and FCN while it did not consider the temporal
information. OSVOS categorizes foreground and background pixels based on the
manual annotation of a single frame keeping the network learn on a semi-supervised
pace. Another notable feature is that the CNN used is pretrained on recognising
patterns or objects in images. Also, this work adapts the convolutional neural
network to an object instance given a single annotated image, so it is called One Shot.

Figure 20 OSVOS Results Illustrated, source [51]

Adapted convolutional neural network is trained on a set of videos with manual
annotations and the last step is fine tuning for the main object of interest. Video is
parsed frame by frame independent of the last frame. This technique is different
from other methods where temporal consistency plays prevalent role instead. The
SEC algorithm has performed experiments on two famous and complex video
datasets DAVIS [52], and YouTube-Objects [53]. The results are compelling as state
of the art improvements show 79.8 % vs 68 %. DAVIS dataset has been marked as
the most useful HD video dataset for video related research and evaluations [51].
2.5.2. Learning Video Object Segmentation from Static Images
Opposite to OSVOS, the given algorithm uses the information obtained from
previous frame. It utilises the output generated from the last frame towards the
object of interest of next frame. The key idea is to use convolutional neural network
pre-trained on still images. As initial step the predicted mask of previous frame is fed
to the network so the input to initialise is RGB + predicted mask. VGG-16 modular
deep lab architecture has been used. This network is pretrained on semantic image
segmentation datasets. Another specific point for training is that any type of input
i.e. bounding box, segmented pixels etc can be fed to the network. Overall the
approach is termed as guided instance segmentation. When compared to efficiency
the given system has proven to be more competent than other methods as it parses
the entire video in one pass. Experiments have been done on DAVIS dataset
achieving 74.8 % performance. In recent years, some tweaks have been made base
network is changed to RESNET. Also, instead of feeding the entire image, only
bounded box localised object is fed with the use of RCNN [19].

Figure 21 Mask Track functionality, source [19]

2.5.3. Learning Video Object Segmentation with Visual Memory
Based on the idea of joining neural network with external memory module. Visual
memory and spatio-temporal features helps in assigning labels to each video pixel. It
is to be noted that visual memory specific to any video is acquired automatically
which has been developed with convolutional gated recurrent units. Gated recurrent
-units are some sort of gating mechanisms which can use their internal memory
space to process sequences. The algorithm uses a deep lab network pre-trained on
PASCAL VOC segmentation dataset, also the temporal model prediction network is
pre-trained on FlyingThing3D dataset [54].

Figure 22 Architecture Illustration, source [54]

2.5.4. Weakly supervised object localization and segmentation in videos
Given a weakly labelled video, this method can automatically localize the object in
each frame and segment it from the background. It is fully automatic and does not
require any user-input. In principle, it can be applied to a video of any object class.
This method is weakly supervised, and they consider the problem of localizing
objects and generating pixel-level object segmentation from weakly-labelled videos.
The idea is to basically localise the object of interest in the video. The steps followed
are: 1. Generating object proposals. The object proposal is a bounding box that is
likely to contain an object.2. Building object appearance model. 3. Object
localisation 4. Segmenting objects by grab cut. It is automatic, simple, very basic can
be extended [55].
2.5.5 Benchmarking and evaluations
Few existing algorithms are compared including different categories of segmentation
like 1. Unsupervised 2. Semi-supervised 3. Supervised. For accurate evaluations they
provide manually annotated accurate pixel-wise segmentation as mask. Metrics of
evaluation basically consist of region similarity, contour accuracy and temporal
stability. It proves that currently, running time efficiency and memory requirements
are major bottleneck for the usability of several video segmentation algorithms. It
has also been observed that a substantial amount of time is spent in pre-processing

images to extract boundary preserving regions, object proposals and motion
estimates. It is encouraged for future research to carefully select those components
bearing in mind they could compromise the practical utility of their work. Efficient
algorithms will be able to take advantage of the Full HD videos. Accurate
segmentation masks made available with this dataset. Leveraging high resolution
might not produce better results in terms of region-similarity, but it is essential to
improve the segmentation of complex object contours and tiny object region [56].
2.5.6 Conclusion Video Segmentation
Overall, a lot of progress has been made for video segmentation in recent years, but it
has not reached the desired milestone as for images. For compatible and friendly
solutions few tweaks are still needed. Several of the leading solutions of the 2017
competition can take hours to segment a single 5 second video, and none claim to do
it fast. One Shot training is most useful, less complex proposed algorithm among
others as it has proven to be good at segmenting the objects. One another idea could
be to combine the two-best existing OSVOS and mask track. Also, OSVOS sometimes
needs fine tuning of produced results so it can be customised to have fine tuning
mechanism conjoined with currently existing to produce quality results. Another
aspect is the use of memory module which enhanced the functionality of such
algorithms. Future research for video annotation is progressing in the direction to
take ResNet instead of VGG16 for better video parsing dimension. Mask track has
been proved wonderful in focusing object of interest but with continuous temporal
movements it loses and blurs the object. A modification can be to add some sort of
strong tracking module which keeps focus stable and accurate while moving. Various
challenging datasets for videos are going to be released in 2018 such as Gygo which
may help reaching real time solutions in video segmentation as well. Different
algorithms have been summarized below Table 1.

Algorithms

OSVOS

Mask Track

Visual
Memory
Module

Learn
from
weakly
supervised
localisatio
n cues

Key concepts With given input
video and ground
truth annotation
for first frame
initialise the deep
model fine tune
further.

Each frame is fed
with predicted mask
of previous frame.
Grounded
truth
annotations of still
images are used.

Additional
memory
module
conjoined
with deep
lab
convolutio
nal
network.

To
avoid
costly
manual
annotations,
uses
the
idea
of
feeding the
FCN
with
weakly
localised
cues.

Architecture

VGG16 with FCN.

Deep lab
modular.

VGG16 FCN with
visual
memory
module,
basically
gated
recurrent
units.

FCN
16s
pretrained
on
image
classificatio
n
ILSVRC
2012.

Remarks

One-time model,
produces
good
results for the
similar
category
videos,
works
independently of
each frame, no use
of
temporal
information.

Dependent
on
previous frame.
Considers temporal
information
contained in the
video as well.

Visual
memory
use results
in
great
improveme
nt
when
assigning
pixel labels
in
temporal
complexity
.

Excellent
results
observed
with weaker
cues.

Table 1 Video Segmentation Summary

Detecting an object moving continuously in a video is as complex as segmenting it.
Convolutional neural networks have been performing quite well in image
classification. Frequent research studies are targeting fully trained neural networks
to classify and track object of interest in videos. In localisation of videos the main
task is to accurately detect and classify the object in each frame. It is challenging
because of temporal feature in videos. Basically, video object classification builds on
finding convolutional feature map from the input video. This base network should be

trained on image classification. After gathering feature maps another network called
detection network is utilised to detect object of interest in the extracted region by
drawing bounded boxes. Different algorithms derive several techniques. More often
motion blur stands as a challenge ahead in video localisation. A brief study of few
renowned algorithms has been presented below.
2.5.7 Deep feature flow of video recognition
The given algorithm has been devised on the idea of processing on sparse key frames
and saving the extracted feature maps from the processed frames and using those for
next frames with the help of flow field. It is known to provide high-level recognition
accuracy. State of the art CNN based FlowNet architecture have been used in this
work. Experiments have been conducted on ImageNet VID [57] dataset which is for
detecting objects in videos. The developed architecture performed well for both
semantic segmentation and object detection functionalities. However, some
refinements in flow network are suggested for the outputs to be more smooth and
accurate [58].
2.5.8 Toward High Performance Video Object Detection
Based on the previous architecture we discussed, the current method builds on top of
it by unifying another module. Utilising the idea of multi frame end to end learning, a
few tweaks are required to reduce the data redundancy among ensuing frames. The
complexity in computations is also resolved which makes the algorithm works faster.
As the previous work already computes feature map on sparse frames such
modifications have led to propelling results [59]. Combining both approaches
principle of recursion has been applied to which reduces the computation cost as well
as gives more smooth results. Three newly added modules are sparsely recursive
feature activation, spatially adaptive partial feature updating, temporally adaptive
key frame scheduling. Recognition accuracy is maintained as well key frame usage is
efficiently exploited. ImageNet VID dataset is again used for experiments achieving
77.8 % state of the art methods result.
2.5.9 Impression Network for video object detection
Until now frame-by-frame detection served as the base of object detection in videos,
vital key is to feed manually segmented annotation of first frame. While this scheme
has worked quite well for some time, few flaws have been observed. The computation
is passive or slow and becomes inaccurate after a while when end to end learning is
done on frames. The difficulties caused by motion blur are handled quite well by
multi-frame aggregation, but such methods deteriorate the overall speed. The given
work describes an impression network which is based on human tendency to
naturally grasp impression of objects. An impression feature is created by ingesting
extracted feature frames. The respective impression is then propagated to the whole
parsed video to help enhancing the quality of low features. The main issues
addressed are complexity, slowness and redundancies in existing architectures.
Image VID dataset has been used to conduct experiments [49].

Figure 23. Results compared to baseline ResNet network, source [49]

2.5.10 Object Detection from Video tubelets
To deal with the temporal feature in videos which stands as a major constraint in
detecting objects, this method introduces a temporal convolution network to
incorporate temporal information to add more quality and precision in results. Few
algorithms have poor performance because of missing texture information in an
image, objects keep on moving continuously and sometimes motion blur even causes
the object merge in background and leaves no difference in background and
foreground pixels. This method presents a multi-stage deep CNN framework having
two modules which are implemented on the grounds of how still image object
detection can influence the object tracking in videos. The first module is a tubelet
proposal which combines object detection and object tracking, the second module
consists of classification and rescoring to incorporate temporal consistency [61].

Figure 24 Experimental Results on ImageNet VID dataset, source [61]

2.5.11 Conclusion Video Localisation
Several methodologies exist when object tracking in videos is solved as deep learning
problem. The major impulsions are continuous movements, motion blur, feature
redundancy, time space complexities. There is no such algorithm which stands out to
handle all the constraints with output accuracy, though plenty of them handled such
problems efficiently. Learning by guidance with impression network has been proved
to be an acceptable approach while learning with flow field network generates more
accurate results. Unification of different state of the art methods have been proven to
give satisfying results. Sparse frame feature extraction can be combined with

impression learning network and multi-frame aggregation possibly enhances the
quality of overall results.
Algorithms

Deep
Feature
Flow

Toward High
performance
video object
detection

Impression
Network

Object
Detection
from
Video
tubelets

Key concepts

Instead of
dense
computation,
sparse frames
are chosen to
extract feature
map which is
then
propagated
further.

Taking base of
sparse frame, and
multi-frame
aggregation, adds
three new modules
to reduce
redundancy and
smooth
segmentation in
unconstrained
videos.

Learning based
on impression
network
guided by
human
behaviour.

Join existing
methods with
temporal
convolutional
network module
to withstand the
challenge
imposed by
temporal factor.

Architecture

CNN based on
FlowNet
architecture.

FlowNet, ResNet,
R-FCN.

R-FCN and
RPN.

R-CNN, TCN
(proposed in this
method).

Remarks

Notable
performance
on the
challenging
ImageNet VID
dataset.

ImageNet
VID
dataset is used for
experiments
achieving 77.8 %
state of the art
methods result.

Extracted
impression is
proliferated to
whole video
resulting in
quality results.

Compelling
results recorded
on YTO and
ImageNet VID
datasets.

Table 2 Video Localisation Summary

2.6 Crowdsourcing & Annotation tools
It is coherent from above sections that creating a golden dataset of truth values is not
easy. In recent years, crowdsourcing has emerged as key platform for obtaining
ground truth annotations. A promising aspect of crowdsourcing is that obtained
annotations do not rely on a single person, they are annotated by a set of expert
annotators and verified through majority voting. More than one annotation is
gathered for a single dataset to ensure the quality of the developed ground truth.
Various statistical techniques are used for calculating the agreement between
different outcomes obtained from majority voting. In some of the experiments of
crowdsourcing on Mechanical Turk 90% consistency has been observed in expert
annotations. Kappa statistics has also marked accuracy of 0.76 % on all the procured
annotations on single dataset by multiple annotators [28].
Our work in thesis project is also intended to develop a complete web based reliable
application to serve as crowdsourcing platform for obtaining manual annotations for

localisation and segmentation. After researching key concepts of both modules, a
study of some already available related tools is conducted.
Bbox annotation tool written in Coffee-script [62] built for object detection is ideal
solution for localisation purpose. The given tool produces the output in JSON format
consisting of bounded box dimensions. Completely written in JavaScript, the given
tool uses Image () constructor to operate upon the image bitmap. So, far this is a very
basic and simple tool and we considered it as a core foundation for our application
[63].
There are a plenty of annotation tools built for specific purposes. Another tool we
explored is Pilab annotator. It is written in Python and processes images in series
and produces output in the form of XML files. It has a richer GUI as it is built using
PyQt and NumPy libraries. It supports drawing rectangle boxes for classification of
objects. GUI-based tools have attained a lot of attention as the interface is easy to
work upon for the annotator [64]. LabelMe is another GUI rich annotation solution
built using python 2.6 and PyQt 4.8. Images are parsed using canvas python widget
[65]. VGG image annotator is another solution studied for annotating and labelling
of images. It is an open source annotation tool based on HTML, JS, CSS. It supports
drawing rectangle, circle, ellipse, polygon and point. It also uses JavaScript canvas to
parse images and output can be exported in JSON or CSV format [66]. LabelImg is
another tool which falls in the same category, this tool produces annotation outcome
in XML format and supports many sizes, shapes and has wonderful user interface as
well [67]. Sloth is a tool built for computer vision research purposes supports
labelling of videos along with images as well. So far most of the solutions use python,
HTML, JavaScript as building block programming tools [68]. A few of them also
uses C++ libraries, such as LEAR- an image annotation tool. Though annotation
results were satisfactory on this tool, yet C++ made it quite rigid and complex for
future stages of development [69]. RectLabel and GAT are some other analysed
tools, using Java and other language support [70]. GAT can annotate videos by
extracting the video frames using video frame extractor, but this tool is little
outdated and is written in java [71]. Furthermore, diversity has been observed in the
development and performance of these annotation tools. For our project we have
chosen the best features after detailed study of such tools. A short summary of the
main shortlisted tools suited to our requirements is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Annotation Tools Summarised

Specifications of our web solution derive from a complete requirement analysis of the
given project, a study of existing trends in similar tools such as LabelMe, Bbox

annotator etc., and reliability of space, time complexity. Next section 3, provides the
complete details of architecture of our web solution.

3 Framework Architecture Design
In this section, we describe a complete architecture, methodology and design of our
web-based application. After clear understanding of the technical requirements for
the project, the selection of programming building blocks have been made. As the
required application should be web-based as well work on images is a necessary
concern, Python as a programming language suited the best due to its diverse range
of libraries available for image processing.

Figure 26 High level view of web solution

Figure 26 provides a very high-level design view of our application. Flask [72] micro
web framework is chosen as core development framework for the complete system.
Though there are avalanche tools and frameworks available for web development,
there are various interests behind choosing this scheme.
Flask is known to be extremely flexible and reliable when building a solution where
URL routing is required. It suited our requirement as it is completely developed in
python and provides decisive processing when dealing with image datasets. As seen
in Figure 26, our application encapsulated in flask consists of server and client
scenario where they exchange data based upon HTTP request-response protocol
[73]. Flask efficiently handles all the disposition related to web service description
language (WSDL). Notion of programming structure syntax and data flow is easy to
grasp when developing in Flask. Plethora of online resources are present, as the use
of respective framework has achieved remarkable heights in recent years. Almost in
each software development scenario there is enforced need for the code to be easily
scalable and extensible, Flask has been known to handle such aspects vey aptly. Our
work includes working on huge dataset of images ~70,000 approximately. It was an
eminent specification for the core framework to be extensible enough to handle such
scenarios. For our application, data and outcomes were known to be dynamic in
nature. For instance, segmentation and localisation will be divergent for each image
processed. Flask comes along with Jinja engine for the front-end rendering of
templates which manages dynamicity of system [74].
To save the outcomes of localisation and segmentation obtained from crowdsourcing,
we needed a reliable and stable storage module. After studying similar tools for
crowdsourcing, most of them produce outcomes in JSON or XML forms which can
be directly downloaded and saved. Our requirement is little different, as we require
the obtained data output to use in evaluation of deep learning network. Considering
our localisation module obtained data is expected to contain dimensions of bounding
box along with label of object, which can be saved in form of JSON. Choice of using

JavaScript Object Notation is since it can be easily operated and loaded in JavaScript
which we used in our front-end module. Also, JSON is acclaimed to be more compact
than XML. For semantic segmentation outcome, it is required to obtain pixel-label
pair values for each fashion items present in an image. To maintain the uniformity
along the complete design JSON is chosen to save segmented data as well. Also,
JSON documents are easy to be posted and retrieved over jQuery.
Furthermore, MongoDB can be used to store and retrieve JSON documents as this
extremely efficient NOSQL database is designed for the same specific purpose. So far
storage concerns related to load balancing, scalability, availability, replication are
handled impeccably in MongoDB. As the database expands horizontally, it manages
load balancing by sharding. This flexible model allows to store data in any form
consisting of JSON-documents. ACID properties of storage are promised along with
added scalability and reliability [75]. Expressive language and dynamic schemas are
yet notable features, for our work the application is developed to be merged in an
already existing annotation platform which has proved to work well with MongoDB
version 2.6. Based on that we also decided to work with the same version to not
challenge any complexity concerns might have risen. In the below subsection we
describe in detail the architecture and methods applied for the development of
localisation and segmentation system.

3.1 Web Application Detailed Design and Methodology
This section provides a deeper understanding of the steps involved in modelling,
analysing and development of our system. As the high-level architecture for the
application is decided as web application to be built upon Flask as a core framework.
MongoDB has been chosen to serve storage purposes. A detailed requirement
analysis has been performed for the function and features to be provided by the
application. It is to be noted that, the work presented in this thesis is intended to be a
merged solution with an existing web application. Considering compatibility in all
aspects for the overall system to work to be fool proof uniformity of development
tools is maintained.
The complete requirement specifications for the system to be developed are as
follows:
● The system should be compatible with the existing Flask web application.
● It should support login/logout for dynamic users and render different pages
depending upon user request.
● As the web application involves processing on enormous number of images, it
should provide reliable, lighter and scalable functionality.
● Browsing through different URLs should be apparent.
● Abstraction and Encapsulation of data should be provided as the logged in
user should only have access to the assigned batch of images.
● The developed system should be eligible to serve as crowdsourcing platform
on amazon Mechanical Turk.
● For the localisation module of the system, the given annotator should be able
to perform localisation of the fashion items present in the image. In technical
words the annotator should be able to draw bounding boxes using mouse click
around objects of interest. After completion the output consisting of JSON
document containing bounding box dimensions and label of localised object
should be saved to storage module.

●

●
●
●
●

The segmentation module intends to extract pixel-label pairs generated from
semantic segmentation of the fashionista image. The basic requirement is to
allow the annotator to manually tag pixels to label classes using mouse in an
image. To perform this, the pixelated image should be generated to perform
manual segmentation.
The outcomes from localisation and segmentation should be saved to the
storage module.
All the modules should follow low coupling and high cohesion among them.
The user interface should be easy to learn and use for the annotator.
Though the use of high resolution images is involved, the developed system
should be light and substantial.

After gathering all the requirements for the project, the initial models of different
modules are sketched. As web applications mostly work on client-server-based
models, server and client modules are depicted.

a)
b)
Figure 27 a) Server Module Illustration, b) Client Module Illustration

As seen from figure 27, the server is responsible for managing the complete backend
functionality, respond to requests made by client, handle all the logical functionality
to serve GET, POST HTTP requests. When POST request come up, the server should
be able to manage it and store data to the storage module if required. On the other
hand, the client manages the user interface to the annotator, communicates with
server and gets back with the required information in the shortest response time.
Overall, the system should be fast and easy to access. Mongo DB can grow or shrink
dynamically, so complete system should be scalable. Localisation and segmentation
should function smoothly without affecting any aspect of the complete system. Figure
28 depicts a practical working model of the system based on the design and
requirement analysis.

Figure 28 General Login Scenario Illustration

In the given scenario, the elemental processing and communication between client,
server and storage module is presented. Initially the server is started and gets ready
to process requests and responses to client. It is to be noted that the client
functionality will throw error message if the server is not started. In Flask, templates
and URLs are rendered with backend python code. After starting the server
default/index page URL is rendered and thus respective HTML page is requested in
GET request to the client. If all the specified URL and parameters if any are valid,
specific page is rendered as required. On the frontend, user will be able to see the
login page with designed UI presented through client.
The given figure28 also illustrates the scenario where user enters some data in the
login page e.g. username and password and tries to login. This data from client-end
to server is sent to server using HTTP POST request, commonly using jQuery. The
server at backend verifies if the given user with matched password exists in the
database and returns an OK 200 response code to server if successful. Also,
depending upon the system requirement, the login page will be redirected to another
URL or a web page on success or error.
This is a very primary model for a web application in Flask embedded with data
storage module. Our platform follows the described model as a base and builds
advanced functionality such as localisation and segmentation upon it.

4 Framework Development
In this section, we will provide complete description of the development tasks for the
localisation and segmentation framework. Based on requirement analysis and
models depicted in section 3, the localisation and segmentation web forms are
developed. At the beginning, the complete web application development has been
divided into two separate modules of localisation and segmentation respectively. The
detailed work is illustrated below:

4.1 Localisation Development
The localisation web page is intended to allow drawing of bounding boxes over the
image using mouse click. This platform must attain accuracy in the obtained output
values to match the Faster R-CNN localised result. To begin the development basic
layout design of the localisation webform is designed as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29 High level design localisation form

One of the noteworthy aspect of this work is to keep the developed solution
compatible with the existing annotation tool. The given tool provides a key base of
login/logout functionality, diverse dataset of fashionista images organised in
respective folders. The localisation form need the dynamic loading and resizing of
images on top of which bounding boxes will be drawn. A complete study of the
existing code base of the annotation platform is conducted, based on that the
localisation form API is designed. Also, to make the bounding box drawings possible
JavaScript is chosen as the best scripting language as its supports CSS, HTML and
jQuery operations to ease the steps. Also, the concept of dynamic loading of an image
into a div is learnt from one of the Bbox annotator tool [62] we discussed in section
2.6. We chose the easy and user-friendly interface which helps annotator to draw
bounding box as well see the produced output values in the text box. Along with that,
to facilitate editing or erasing the bounding boxes, we added two buttons one for
RESET and one for submit the values. If in any case the annotator needs to correct
the bounded boxes due to some errors, he can reset the whole outcome and start over

again, but once submitted the localisation by clicking submit button cannot be
changed. Later, a simple cross symbol icon over the generated bounding box is also
introduced which enables just clicking that symbol and deletion of bounding box as
alternative option to RESET button. Also, Figure 30 describe the existing high-level
view of annotation tool and where the localisation module is decided to be adapted.
The dotted line shows the placeholder for localisation module in the complete web
application.

Figure 30 High level view of complete web application including localisation module

For the core functionality development, a demo application is designed which builds
over JavaScript to draw the rectangular boxes over an image. It includes loading an
image dynamically in a HTML div element, also it enables a cross cursor to draw
rectangular boxes over image with mouse clicks. This creates another div
dynamically containing the bounding box just drawn and its dimensions are captured
along with click release. In addition, after the bounding box div is recorded, another
dynamic text box is rendered known as label box jointly with box where annotator
can add the label of the object of interest inside the bounded box manually. For
example, if the annotator draws box around “bag”, he will add bag as label text. After
completion of this action, complete data values of text entered in textbox as well
dimensions of bounding box are saved in JSON format and prompted in the Larger
text area shown in Figure 29.
There are many challenges for the basic application to embedded in the complete
web application illustrated in Figure 30. The localisation application demo is
constructed using HTML, JS and CSS front end tools. For the complete module
functionality as Flask web application, backend design and database connectivity
were required. Also, as every image is of different size, we needed to resize the
images before they get loaded to image frame.
The localisation module used the users/annotator and fashionista datasets stored in
the existing collections of Mongo database. A new database connection is added for
the storage of localised data to save a given annotator_name, image_id and
fashionista_name. In the existing Instagram and Zalando datasets, images are
scrapped for various fashionistas. Due to the diverse range of images sometimes
some non-fashion items are encountered e.g. images of trees, pets, buildings etc
which are needed to be handled separately. To solve the non-fashion item scenario,
we added an additional checkbox on the web page so that if the annotator encounters
a non-fashion item, that box should be checked, and submission should be made. At
the backend the same scenario is handled by setting a TRUE/FALSE flag variable.
When dealing with image or video storage space issues arrives sooner or later. To

deal with that images are stored and retrieved in binary64 format [76]. After a
careful research and consideration of these aspects, the localisation web form has
been developed with backend functions written in Python and adding new collection
and database to store the localised data. Database schema can be seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31 The database schema for localisation

A new connection is initiated with the Mongo database which creates separate the
database for localisation to hold corresponding collections. For the initial purpose
single collection is created which stores localised data JSON documents. It is to be
noted that given JSON not only stores the bounding box data, but corresponding
image id and the annotator name who performed the localisation task. It also stores
the Instagram username of related fashionista. Every time a post request is initiated
through front end, the localised data is sent to Flask server which inserts data
accordingly to the database. Along with this a flag variable having value TRUE for
non-fashion item and FALSE otherwise is also saved to the collection. The processing
of posted data happens at the server before the record is inserted to database.
Another challenge is to resize every image to match the accuracy of faster RCNN
[39] algorithm. Various practices have been performed to achieve a reliable method
of the resizing functionality. First, python NumPy library [82] for image rescale and
resizing has been used. The only drawback observed is that resizing worked statically
but not dynamically as required for our platform. Also using NumPy resulted in
converting image to NumPy array and not JPEG, while the conversion to actual
image format disgraced the image quality. PIL library [83] from python worked
producing appropriate output for resizing an image dynamically from the related
URL. For this task overall, three experiments have been performed. Finalized
resizing module of the localisation form works with any size of image and can resize
images to any specified width and height values without losing any quality. As
discussed above, binary64 presentation has been used for images, resizing module
later needed modification for resizing binary64 images using PIL library. Overall, the

localisation module can work on any size of images, and changing dimensions based
upon the requirements is also feasible.
To illustrate a practical scenario of our developed solution, Figure 32 is presented.
After annotator login, all the fashionista folders are shown. Depending upon
assigned fashionista dataset, a page containing the assigned images is rendered. A
click on the assigned image will redirect to the localisation form which renders the
selected image and enables the localisation task. The dynamic rendering has been
made possible with Flask support for passing parameters from backend to front end
when rendering a specific URL e.g. localisation form. As shown in Figure 32, all the
required information is sent from the server to the client/localisation form. After the
successful completion of localisation task, the client posts the data to server which
then inserts it into database. Another required feature of the localisation module
which has been implemented is the possibility to draw bounding boxes inside one
another. When one box is captured using JavaScript, the region inside the box is not
restricted to access, so that another box can be captured inside or adjacent to it. This
feature is of considerable importance as sometimes the fashionista image consists of
hats, gloves and bag which all are eligible to be localised items.

Figure 32 Data Flow illustrated.

Our careful and keen development considering all the key requirements resulted into
a light, reliable and flexible localisation module. An elementary illustration has been
shown in Figure 33, the basic localisation interface is developed where the annotator
has localised the “top” labelled item from the fashionista image, and the output is
captured in the text box along it. The RESET and SUBMIT buttons have been added
to enable the reset and final submission functionalities discussed above.

Figure 33. The developed localisation Form, source: Localisation performed on
Fashionista Jessica Ricks

The given system is aimed to be used by a diverse set of annotators on the
crowdsourcing platform. A detailed set of instructions are embedded to the page.
Also, to deal with non-fashion items see Figure 34, a checkbox has been added which
sets TRUE/FALSE value flag when posted to backend.

Figure 34 a) Check to save non-fashion item

Figure 34 b). Non-Fashion item, source: Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 34 c). Non-Fashion item database capture

Figure 35. Database capture for localisation operation

Also, to convey a clear understanding of criteria for non-fashion items, a set of
instructions has been attached with the web form, figure 34 b) is an example of nonfashion items image encountered as it does not have any fashionista in it. Several
warnings or validations have also been added to the web page so that the annotator
should not submit blank or un-annotated data. Figure 35 presents a capture form the
mongo database depicting inserted data for the localisation operation.
It can be clearly seen that the complete localised data along with the annotator name,
image id, Instagram profile name and non-fashion flag variable are saved to the
directed collection of database. Also, Figure 34 c) illustrates an example of the saved
data for an image containing non-fashion items. Another related project to the
master thesis has performed deep learning research on the text: comments, captions
encountered in an image. Summary of text analysis results has also been added to
our module which may help the annotator in grasping a clear understanding about
the assigned image. Figure 36 presents the complete localisation form containing the
additional text analysis information section.

Figure 36 a) Final capture of localisation form with text analysis information included,
source: Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 36 b) Included text analysis results at the bottom of the web page, source:
Fashionista Jessi Afshin

In the webpage, few navigation links have also been added to make the user
experience good and relevant. An additional feature of cross button over the drawn
bounding box has been created as an alternative to reset the localised data. This can
be seen in Figure 37.

Figure 37 Showing small cross to erase bounding box, source: Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Further highlights about drawing multiple bounding boxes have been shown in
Figure 38 along with database capture for the same task.

Figure 38 a) Multiple Bounding boxes, source: Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 38 b) Database capture for multiple localised items.

Validating the developed work with the initial requirements almost proven to be in
favour as all the essential concerns have been successfully fulfilled. While in
functional testing an issue is reported that the webform does not retain the localised
image after submission, though it retains all the attribute data. Such requirement has
been considered potential, due the fact that crowdsourcing requires evaluation of the
work done by annotators. To implement the required characteristic of storing
localised image, npm JavaScript library has been chosen after various experiments.
As we need to store the whole image with bounding boxes drawn on it, the available
screenshot plugins have been studied. Node js provides a function called
“html2canvas” which captures the given region of a webpage, also “toDataURL”
JavaScript function helps saving a given captured region to image in binary64
format. After utilising these functions localisation module has been modified by
adding a feature to retain the localised image in storage as well as on the web page
corresponding to the given annotator and image id. The complete results after this
work have been shown in Figure 39. Also, an additional collection to store localised
images has also been included, so the complete localisation mongo database schema
looks as shown in Figure 40.
After completion of localisation module development, each feature has been tested
considering functionality and reliability aspects. So far, it accomplishes all the
intended objects. Our tool is flexible and easy to operate resulting in comparable
results with other annotation platforms. In the following section, we describe in
detail all the experiments and steps followed for the implementation of segmentation
module.

Figure 39 a) An example of saved localisation result single bounding box, source:
Localisation performed on Fashionista Jessica Ricks

Figure 39 b) An example of saved localisation results multiple bounding box, source:
Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 40 The complete database schema for the localisation module

4.2 Segmentation Development
In comparison to localisation, the segmentation module implementation is more
challenging as it includes division of an image into semantic pixel regions. Various
revisions of elementary form design have been performed based experiments
conducted.

Figure 41 Initial Proposed Segmentation module design

The initial idea was to develop a web form which contains the segmented image on it,
along with real image of fashionista. The given form also saves labels present in that

segmented image such as dress, bag, sunglasses etc. The annotator performs the task
of correcting the labels based on semi segmented image. The initial design has been
illustrated in Figure 41. To fulfil the requirement of generating segmented image
various deep learning algorithms have been studied.
First weakly supervised algorithms discussed in section 2.4 have been studied for our
platform. Several Experiments were conducted on existing algorithms to analyse
segmented outputs for fashionista images. Most of the algorithms were built on
CAFFE framework. The complete setup of CAFFE deep learning framework has been
done on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS system.
SEC is the first algorithm which has been analysed for generating segmented
fashionista images. As the model is based on weakly supervised semantic
segmentation, it takes weak localisation cues as training dataset. ImageNet
pretrained model is light weight up to 80MB with 2.5GB RAM requirement while
running. Though the model takes above 4GB RAM to train it on a new dataset. Also,
the pre-trained model is trained on PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. It has produced
impressive results in object segmentation with general classes such as plane, car,
person etc. After following complete instructions for installation and deployment the
model, we experimented the algorithm for our fashionista dataset and results are
illustrated in Figure 42.

Figure 42 a) Illustration of SEC experimental results, source: Experiment performed on
Fashionista Jessica Ricks

Figure 42 b) Illustration of SEC experimental results, source: Experiment performed on
Fashionista Jessica Ricks

SEC has produced comparable results in segmenting the complete object i.e. person
in the image. To make it suitable for our task we needed training on fashion label
classes such as dress, sweater and jeans etc. ICCV15_fashion_dataset (ATR) [77] is
used to start training, the SEC model. By feeding localisation cues, on our system it
ended up getting killed due to less RAM available on the system. After careful
monitoring of all the events using htop for Linux it was observed that model needs
more than 4GB of RAM for training. Due to system limitations it could not proceed
to successful training of SEC model. Floyd hub cloud deep learning services have
been used to train the SEC model in cloud [78]. Another bug which was faced,
because fully convolutional layers were saving heavy screenshots after each iteration.
Various efforts have been made such as decreasing batch size from 50 to 10 to
minimise the space usage. But at the end we did not observe any useful results for
our label classes corresponding to fashionista images. Overall, SEC is a very useful
and lighter pre-trained model available for object segmentation. Training it on
required datasets analogous to project requirements can be little tricky when
minimum RAM, GPU conditions are not satisfied. It should also be noted that default
SEC model always runs on GPU mode. We made few tweaks in the algorithm and
installed CAFFE framework to run it on CPU only mode.
Furthermore, we conducted analysis on few weakly supervised algorithms to attain
deeper understanding of how semantic segmentation works step by step. Primary
aspect behind the research was to think of possible ways to develop segmentation
module and to produce comparable outcomes to deep learning algorithms. Following
the same strategy as we did in the localisation module development. “Sparse
Reconstruction for Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation” [79] algorithm has
proposed the idea of sparse reconstruction based on super pixels. It has been known
that obtaining pixel-level annotations are costly. The given algorithm proposed the
idea of learning only from image level labels. Steps followed include segmentation of
image into super pixels. Further classification has been done based on class labels.
Positive and negative pixel regions are identified, from the positive categorised pixels
corresponding category space is learnt. The final classifications are performed over
comparison of negative and positive pixel categories [79]. Among all the algorithms
studied for weakly supervised learning it was mandate to train the existing models
over fashionista datasets to make them work for project requirements. The previous
experiments have shown that RAM and space challenges stood in between training
these models. Instead our focus shifted towards models already trained for
fashionista datasets. However, there are not many such algorithms as compared to
general object class segmentation models.
Paper doll and fashion parser both models present magnificent work on fashion
recognition and parsing. A noteworthy point for these models is that core computer
vision practices have been applied to analyse an image. Fashion parser couples the
fully convolutional network with outfit encoder module to perform step by step
segmentation of fashionista image. An additional module for fashionista pose

estimation is also included. Few experiments performed on our dataset with these
models produced promising results shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43 a) An example of Paper Doll and Fashion Parser results, experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessica Ricks

Figure 43 b). Paper Doll and Fashion Parser Results with smoothing, Experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessica Ricks

From figures 43 (a), (b) it can be clearly observed that fashion class labels have been
accurately predicted along with remarkable segmentation results. This model served
as a decisive motivation for our work on segmentation module development.
Features including, image pixel wise segmentation and then labelling with fashion
class labels have been picked up from this model. Further we tried embedding this
model to our backend for segmented image generated. A major challenge was the big
size of the pretrained model which is approximately 70GB. Cloud services allowed
the download of this huge model, but due to the lack of MATLAB support which is an
essential requirement we could not get the desired outcome. The task could be
completed if an API for the given algorithm is provided. The annotation tool for
segmentation developed in the fashion parser work is used as a primary component
for our segmentation module to capture super-pixels.

Learning from all the supervised and weakly supervised models, we refined our
design of segmentation as shown in Figure 44. Acquiring the idea of JavaScript based
segmentation in a similar manner as localisation, implementation is performed.

Figure 44 a) Segmentation Entry Page

Figure 44 b) Segmentation Platform Design

Segmentation includes generating pixel-wise division of an image before performing
labelling over it. As the process of running image processing algorithms such as SLIC
and watershed over image is complex, we decide to divide the segmentation module
consisting of two web pages. After encountering non-fashion item the annotator can
submit it as non-fashion item and finish the task immediately. This will save complex
processing for generating the pixel wise segmented image for non-fashion item as the
same is of no use due to absence of required fashion items.

On the other hand, if an image is a fashionista image, the annotator will be redirected
to the segmentation platform shown in Figure 44. The annotator will perform the
task of picking labels present in the image from the label picker and label the
corresponding pixels. To ease the task, general mouse click supports the labelling
action, also an eraser tool is provided to remove wrongly labelled pixels. This task
resembles drawing on a HTML canvas.
In the practical scenario, the label picker builds upon the idea of feeding JSON
document of desired class labels. This feature makes the platform more dynamic and
reliable to suit requirements of any project. The implementation is based upon the
annotation tool presented in fashion parser model. Also, to store the segmented
outputs, database and collections are created following the similar schema as
localisation, with only difference in segmentation JSON document structure. It is
illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45 Segmentation MongoDB Schema

Likewise, localisation it is also needed to save the segmented image along with labelpixel pairs and rest of the attribute data. Again, we utilised the “toDataURL” function
to capture the HTML canvas containing the segmented pixels by the annotator. The
segmented image is saved in binary 64 format along with the corresponding
annotator name and Instagram username. Along with label-pixel pairs, we also
decided to store the respective RGB codes, the count of labels and the colour codes of
label. Storing RGB and label codes leads to easy and lighter computation when pixelwise computation is heavy and takes more space. It is to be noted the all the labels
fed to the system are read as integer codes by the segmentation module. Also, we use
the basic libraries available in fashion parser for pixel-wise segmentation such as
SLIC algorithm. SLIC performs segmentation over image and generates a new image

with separated super-pixel regions belonging to the same proximity. Super-pixel
clusters contain similar pixels. When these pixels are labelled with mouse click using
the label picker tool, our algorithm captures pixels every click from this given method
and store them in “history” variable. Then we perform the algorithm shown below in
figure 46, please note that pixels (8,9,10,11) and labels (0,0,0,1) are only considered
as example values.

Figure 46 Pixel Filtration algorithm

This variable serves as input to our algorithm, which reads all the pixels and labels
captured one by one. Further, it extracts pixels belonging to same label and put them
in an “Pix” array. After filtration of similar pixels, a new array of arrays “PixelLabel”
is created to hold “Pix” arrays at index respective to their label code. For example, all
the pixels belonging to dress having label code “0” (zero) will be placed at index zero
in the “PixelLabel” array. Following this process, we generate key-value pairs of
pixel-label values which are then posted to storage module.
Also, a fine illustration is presented in Figure 47 where “*” represents pixels
captured per click. Further our method categorises them according to label classes
and finally data is posted using jQuery AJAX post to the server.

Figure 47 Segmentation Filtration Process for categorizing pixel-label pairs

Using the proposed method, the segmentation module has been developed. This
module also follows the similar criteria of extending the existing Flask web tool as
shown in Figure 48. Overall complete annotation framework consists of the existing
annotation tool combined with localisation and segmentation modules. Following
discussed steps successful implementation of the platform for performing manual
pixel-wise segmentation has been done. First SLIC and watershed algorithms divide
the image into super pixel regions consisting of pixels. Further mouse clicks label,
pixels with matching label from the label picker, our algorithm uses the pixels
captured per click and categorise them.

Figure 48 Complete Annotation Framework (Existing Modules + Localisation
+Segmentation Modules)

We post segmented data to Flask server in label-pixel form, along with rest of the
parameters. It is to be noted that labels for which pixels do not exist e.g. if an image
does not contain bag, then label name is only sent with empty value. Data flow can be
seen in Figure 49.

Figure 49 Data Flow for segmentation (Either 4a or 4b step happens)

Depending upon the image if it is fashionista or non-fashion either step 4a or 4b
takes effect. Now we will illustrate some practical scenarios we tested with actual

segmentation form we implemented. Figure 50 presents the complete steps captured
for segmenting an image containing fashionista and objects of interests such as
sweater, shoes, bag, scarf and jeans. Also, we present an example of how the mongo
collection document looks like for a segmentation scenario where only coat is
captured in the image, in Figure 51. It can be seen, that rest of the parameters
representing full semantic information about the image are stored as well. Further
we also present a scenario where a non-fashion item is encountered in Figure 52.
Segmentation form also includes navigation links, like localisation and base
annotation tool. Instructions including segmentation steps and non-fashion item
criteria are also embedded to the platform.

Figure 50 a) Segmentation Page, source: Experiment performed on Fashionista Jessi
Afshin

Figure 50 b) After clicking segment link, page redirects to segmentation platform with
pixelated image on right side, with SLIC and watershed performed, source: Experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 50 c) After labelling corresponding pixels with labels, source: Experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 50 d) Saved segmented image along with original image, source: Experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 51 Database example document for fashion item

Figure 52 a) Example of non-fashion item directly submitted, source: Experiment
performed on Fashionista Jessi Afshin

Figure 52 b) An example of collection holding data for non-fashion item.

The complete framework implementation consisting of localisation and
segmentation module has been described with practical scenarios. The complete
framework is aimed to be merged as one with base annotation tool. The overall work
presented is suitable to use as a crowdsourcing annotation tool. In the coming
sections, we evaluate and compare our developed system with the existing state of
the art systems.

5 Framework Evaluations
In this section, we present evaluations of our framework in terms of performance,
utility and cost in comparison to other annotation tools. Annotations can be of
diverse types e.g. bounding box annotations, exact shape perceptions, graphical
annotations, segmented annotations or just tagging the given label classes in an
image. An adequate importance has been given to the type of output values
generated by each kind of tool. Depending on the project requirements the choice of
annotation tool varies [28]. General object detection usually relies on bounding box
annotations, following specific requirements sometimes exact shape of the object of
interest is detected. The detailed annotations sometimes require pixel-level details
which direct the need of segmentation of images. The available annotation tools
provide various types of segmented annotations such as, labelling image regions
obtained from object detection, assigning RGB codes to object of interest and image
level labelling.

5.1 Localisation Module Evaluations
First, we present a comparison of our localisation module with the studied
annotation tools in Table 3. Plenty of annotation tools are available for localising an
object of interest. We have chosen a few of them depending upon their usability and
comparability with our framework. Most of the available platforms preserve attribute
information such as bounding box, polygon dimensions and labels. It is sometimes
required to preserve the image containing bounding boxes or annotations. As our
framework has been built to serve as a crowdsourcing platform it is immensely
required to retain the images containing annotations itself along with attribute data.
The saved annotations support the annotator performance evaluation as well as
analyse majority voting.
LabelMe [65] is a highly known and versatile image annotation platform, developed
under MIT license. It saves image annotation along with data attributes, but overall
the tool involves complex computation as it has rich feature support. In comparison,
our localisation module also provides comparable outcomes for bounding box
annotation and saves image with attributes. An advantage of our work is that its light
and reliable and flexible enough to be used for any dataset and project requiring
annotation data. Moreover, it does not include expensive libraries such as PyQt for
user friendly interface. It is built using JavaScript, HTML and CSS only keeping the
tool simple and extensible for future requirements. Unlike other platforms our
localisation module is scalable and not static for specific dataset. The module
architecture is simple and can be tweaked based on requirements. Bbox annotator
[63] has a simple interface and architecture which served as key motivation for our
module development. Our module has more features like saving actual annotated
image, resizing capability as well as dynamic functionality. VGG Image annotation
tool [66] and Sloth [68] are bigger platforms serving as complete annotation tool
kits for computer vision applications. It can be seen in Table 3 both do not save
annotated images but only attribute data. Also, it is seen that costly programming
libraries have been used in the development which make the tools less flexible and
computationally heavy. DataTurk is a newly built platform which is gaining
popularity for generating huge annotated datasets [80].
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rectangula
r box
dimension
s.

Sloth

Built
specifically
for computer
vision,
supports
rectangle,
point and
polygon.

Easy to
operate,
heavy
computation
al cost, works
on video
annotation as
well

XML,
JSON,
YAML
formats
available
for storing
data.

Yes
(attribute
data)

User
Friendly,
rich
feature
support.

LabelMe

Rectangle,
polygon and
point
annotations

Yes
(Image
and
attribute
data)

Heavy
computation.

JSON file
containing
attribute
data.

User
friendly
tool,
Highly
used for
obtaining
training
and testing
datasets.

LEAR

Rectangular
bounding
boxes

Yes
(attribute
data)

Additional
features,
costly
computation

Attribute
data as
text.

Rich
features
support

DataTurks

New
Yes
Platform for
(attribute
image
data)
bounding box
annotation as
well
document
annotations

Easy to use
with
visualisation
effects.

JSON,
OpenNLP.

intuitive
and user
friendly,
provides
text
annotation
s also, Paid
services.

RectLabel

Specifically
built for
labelling
images,
supports
polygon,
rectangle and
cuboid

Costly
computation.

--

User
friendly
labelling of
images/ret
rieving
images
based on
labels.

Yes, labels
correspon
ding to an
image.

Table 3 Localisation Module Comparison Summary.

It provides versatile services yet chargeable after certain extent depending upon price
plan [80].
Another limitation encountered in LabelMe tool is that only “jpg” files are eligible for
annotation. On the other hand, our localisation module has no such limitation. Also
drawing bounding boxes with mouse requires accuracy of box corners to capture the
dimensions correctly. Our platform supports drawing boxes in an easy and precise
manner, capturing the accurate parameters such as x-axis (left), y-axis (top), height
and width. In label me instead all coordinate values of four corners of bounding box
are retained. RectLabel is another annotation tool, provided only in Mac application
store. It supports object detection by bounding box and polygon annotation.
Captured data attributes are loaded in CSV file. It has rich graphical user interface
support leading to complexity of overall system [70]. Pilab annotator [64] and
LEAR [69] are simple annotation tools developed for generating annotated datasets.
In comparison to our localisation framework these tools are complex and do not save
the annotated images.

Consequently, it can be observed that our localisation module is smaller, lighter and
simple in architecture and implementation, yet it can provide similar output and
service comparable to much bigger platforms. It is also noticed that in our
localisation module, images can be resized depending upon requirements, such
feature has not observed in other tools. For example, LabelMe works on the default
dimensions of the given image.

5.2 Segmentation Module Evaluations
Segmentation module development was more challenging than localisation, as our
module supports semantic labelling of pixels in an image. Different annotation tools
most commonly segment the bounding boxes obtained from object detection. In
comparison our framework performs semantic segmentation over complete image.
Segmentation classes vary according to the project specifications. The object of
interest for our work revolves around fashion related items such as jacket, coat, bag,
sunglasses etc. The available tools essentially work on segmenting general object
categories such as plane, car, cycle, person etc. Our module consists of adaptable
label class set which can be modified to work for any kind of label classes for
semantic segmentation. Noteworthy fact about our platform is that it generates pixellabel pairs from segmented image along with other parameters. Pixel-wise
segmentation is expensive as it requires high level granularity in image.
To our knowledge we have not found any annotation tool providing fashion related
semantic segmentation generating pixel wise results. Mostly image level labels are
gathered, and segmented image is generated. In our module, pixel-label pairs, RGB
codes of labels, count of labels along with segmented image are utilised as output.
Our segmentation module supports 19 label classes for pixel wise semantic
segmentation, which are Jeans, Bags, Shoes, Dress, Jumper & Cardigan, Jacket,
Coat, Sunglasses, Skirts, Tights & Socks, Tops & T-shirts, Trousers & Shorts, Belts,
Gloves, Hats & Cap, Jewellery & Watch, Purses, Blouse & Tunics, Scarves & Shawls.
We have evaluated our segmentation module on our dataset of two different
fashionistas from Instagram names “hapatime” and “jessi_afshin”. Figure 53
presents the commonly occurring labels as well as hierarchy of all the labels in total
of 25 images dataset. Our module provides rich label class support enough to cover
all the fashion objects in the image. It can be seen in charts below that shoes, jeans &
blouse-tunic has highest segmented pixel percentage in the given datasets. Counting
in general terms these labels occur more commonly than others. Also, in all the 19
class labels other than the top classified labels dress, tops-tunics mark the highly
labelled pixels. From the obtained data percentage of labelled pixels can be clearly
depicted.

Figure 53 a) Commonly occurring labels i.e. shoes, jeans and tunics depicted in the
graph after analysing segmented data.

Figure 53 b) All the segmented labels in the dataset depicted based on their count.

It is observed that most of the annotation tools save the object detection outcomes
such as bounding boxes, polygons or points as segmented result as well. For example,
the captured bounding box or polygon drawn for a specific object are saved as
segmentations over image. Pixel-wise data is rarely saved, pixel wise segmentation
usually generates label-pixel key value pairs consisting of all the pixels belonging to
similar label class. Such semantic segmentations are of key importance for in depth
image analysis and recognition applications [84]. Though other annotation
platforms perform segmentation, but we could not find comparable results to our
module which generates label-pixel values along with other attribute data. To fulfil
the purpose of crowdsourcing evaluations we also keep the segmented images in
binary64 format. In table 4, we present the difference between over tool and another

segmentation tool called Ratsnake [81]. The given tool is specifically built for
medical purposes, it provides rich support for instance segmentation and object
detection. It is developed in java and has user friendly interface, diverse features
such as polygon, grid and bounding box annotations, as well ontology-based
annotations. Eminent visualisation of results is also supported. In comparison our
segmentation module, serves as complete annotation platform for fashion related
segmentations. Our model being lighter, reliable and extensible provides
proportionate services.

Annotation
tool

Utility

Output

Cost/Time

User
Interface
Relevance

Our
Segmentati
on module

Pixel-wise
segmentation
for
fashion
labels
classification

Segmented
image,
labelpixel
pairs,
RGB of labels,
count of labels
per image

Least
expensive
compared to
other
segmentation
algorithms.

Easy to use
interface,
apparent
segmentation
steps.

Ratsnake

Developed in
Java
complete
software for
semantic
annotations
of images.

Attribute data Expensive
in XML, owl computations.
and
text
formats.

Table 4 Segmentation Module Comparison

User
friendly
interface. Built
for
medical
purposes.

6 Conclusion
The fundamental motivation behind the thesis work was to develop a complete
framework capable of object detection and pixel-wise segmentation of images. The
given work is also intended to provide remarkable insights for video segmentation
and localisation. Specifically, for this work dataset consisted of fashionista images
and corresponding object of interest are all fashion items. For implementation, we
had few criteria to be fulfilled, such as the developed system should generate
outcomes comparable to the existing deep learning framework [7]. Another
requirement was to develop a fully compatible system with the existing annotation
framework. To provide desirable results we divided the development into two phases
consisting of localisation module and segmentation module.
Further, to achieve the goal of appropriate localisation module development, we
conducted a study of similar annotation tools. After a deep understanding of
specifications and requirements we developed the framework encompassing the
facility to perform object detection with bounding boxes. Our module obtains
required output containing dimensions and label of the bounding box which was one
of the key specifications. It also enables the user to retain the localised image for
evaluation purposes. Overall, the developed module fulfils all the primary
requirements as well as it has proved to be simple, reliable and scalable compared to
other complementary platforms.
On the other hand, the segmentation module required more challenges and step by
step refinement for the final implementation. We started the implementation task
with the idea of embedding deep learning algorithm in our module to generate semisegmented images beforehand. After conducting few experiments with few weaklysupervised and fully-supervised algorithms, GPU and RAM issues stood as major
restrictions. Further, we modified the design to use SLIC and watershed algorithms
to obtain super pixels of an image dividing similar pixels in clustered regions and
then labelling the categorised pixels with corresponding fashion classification labels.
Segmentation outcomes consisting of pixel-label pairs, label count, segmented image
along with other attributes are saved in database.
The developed framework has user friendly interface along with embedded
instructions to ease the task for annotator. The complete system can be deployed for
crowdsourcing services. Also, the implemented codebase is simple, structured,
extensible, apparent for maintenance and can be refactored conveniently to cope
with revolving needs. Research on various video segmentation and localisation
techniques has been presented. A summary of considerable algorithms capable of
quality video localisation and segmentation is also illustrated.
In conclusion, it can be said that the required goals have been gracefully
accomplished for the given thesis work. The complete framework can provide
manual object detection and pixel-wise segmentation functionality. The obtained
outcomes can be used for evaluation of deep learning algorithm. Crowdsourcing can
be performed on given dataset to gather majority voting output from more than one
annotator.

6.1 Future Work
In recent years, rapid growth has been witnessed in deep learning frameworks, the
core reason behind this transformation is continuously evolving technology and
needs. Due to such revolving aspects, requirements for training and evaluation of
datasets are also changing [85]. Our framework provides the basic functionality of
localisation and segmentation on images. Although in future, the given platform can
be extended to provide more rich features.
Currently, we support rectangular bounding box object detection in the localisation
module. To enhance the system in future it can be extended to provide the support
for polygon, point or circle-based annotations. Also, instead of manually saving
labels for each bounding box it can be modified to offer another mode which provides
drop down list of static labels for the required project. Thus, the given framework can
be extended to cope with the changing requirements. Simple architecture allows
alterations without raising complexities. The segmentation module can be altered to
use a suitable deep learning algorithm for generating semi-segmented images. This
can be achieved given necessary GPU and RAM requirements along with MATLAB
support. Also, the data generated from localisation and segmentation of images can
also serve as training data to train a convolutional network on fashionista dataset.
For obtaining notable speed and accuracy in video localisation and segmentation
scenarios, it is highly required to cope with the temporal factor of motion. Also,
improvements in ResNet architecture achieve notable results.
Further, the implemented framework is suitable for fashion related image analysis,
but it can be efficiently configured to any of the required area of research such as
vehicles, objects, animals or medical use for future work.
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